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PART NO.: 6441-757A

LOAD PNEU-CONNECT® URCAP

IMPORTANT: URCap functionality requires Robot Software version 3.6 (CB-Series),
5.0 (e-Series), or above.
1)	Plug in the USB provided in the Pneu-Connect kit. Wait until a green “USB” icon
appears, then tap the symbol.
2) Select Settings on the resulting drop down menu.
3) Navigate to System to access the Active URCaps tab.
4) Select the URCaps tab to see the menu above.
5) Tap the + button to see a list of URCaps available for installation.
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PART NO.: 6441-757A

INSTALL PNEU-CONNECT® URCAP

1)	From the URCaps menu, select usbdisk to access the file shown above.
(Version number may vary.)
2) Open the URCap and restart the robot when prompted.
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PART NO.: 6441-757A

INSTALLATION NODE

1) Select the proper Pneu-Connect Gripper from the provided drop down menu.
2) Select the Feedback Type that was included in the ordered kit.
3)	Enter the values to account for added tooling and payload. Current values for Tool
Center Point and Payload will be displayed.
4) To actuate the gripper, select the open or close icon and tap Execute.
5)	URCap’s automatic TCP and Payload settings affect z-axis only. If User TCP is desired,
select Disable TCP. (URCap will no longer influence Robot TCP or payload.)
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PART NO.: 6441-757A

PROGRAM NODE

NOTE: These program node instructions are for Discrete or No Feedback settings. For
Analog sensor setup instructions, skip to next page.
1)	The title of the program node shows up as Pneu-Connect. (Title will change to indicate
the saved action.)
2)	Select the open or close button followed by Execute to actuate the gripper in the
desired manner, or Save Action to save the desired actuation into the program tree.
3)	Enter the payload of the object being gripped in the Payload box. Set to 0 if releasing
the object at this node.
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PART NO.: 6441-757A

ANALOG SETUP

1) Mount the analog sensor as shown above.
2)	Once the Pneu-Connect is attached to the robot and powered, make sure the gripper
is in full close position.
3) Hold down the yellow button until the LED light begins to blink.
4) Actuate the gripper to the full open position.
5)	Hold down the yellow button a second time. The LED light will stop blinking and
stay on permanently.
6) The analog sensor is now programmed.
NOTE: If the sensor is misaligned during operation, reprogram by repeating steps 2 through 5.
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PART NO.: 6441-757A

INSTALLATION NODE:
ANALOG SETTINGS

1)	If using Analog feedback, select the Analog Settings tab at the top of the page to view
the analog calibration screen.
2)	Enter the desired Sensitivity for the program’s recognition of full travel analog values
for open and close. (0.1 V is the default value.)
3)	Close the gripper using the close button, followed by Execute. Once the gripper is
closed, tap the Set Limit Button.
4)	Open the gripper using the open button, followed by Execute. Once the gripper is open,
tap the Set Limit Button. The analog sensor is now calibrated for gripper travel limits.
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PART NO.: 6441-757A

PROGRAM NODE: ANALOG

1)	An analog node that is undefined will have the title Pneu-Connect. Node definition is
achieved by selecting the grip position, then tapping Save Action.
2)	
Missed Grip Fault radio buttons allow the user to decide if the robot should fault when
a grip is missed.
3) Payload can be adjusted at any time in the program process.
4)	Six available action buttons allow the user to choose open and close, along with four
user defined grip points.
ü Grip points represent expected grip positions. The gripper will not stop travel at
the grip position unless the part is present to obstruct the jaws.
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PART NO.: 6441-757A

PROGRAM NODE:
ANALOG PART SETUP

1) Tap the Part Settings tab in order to see the analog setup screen.
2)	The Live Analog Value is displayed at the top of the screen to allow seamless manual
editing of grip points.
3)	To program a grip point, grip the workpiece and tap the Save button for the
corresponding grip letter. This will automatically set the analog value as well as a
default sensitivity of ±0.1 V. Letter icons will turn green while the associated part is
being gripped.
4)	If the default save method does not achieve desirable results, Edit the value and
sensitivity to meet expectations, and tap Save.
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PROGRAMMING: SAVE
ANALOG SETUP TO PROGRAM

IMPORTANT: To keep programmed Analog values with the desired program the
installation must be saved. After editing grip points, be sure to save the installation file.
1)	When the installation file is saved, the user will be prompted with the above popup. Select
Update Program to attach the installation file to the program currently being edited.
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PROGRAMMING:
HOW TO USE GRIP VARIABLES

1)	Utilize the provided grip variables with syntax gripA through gripD in script commands
to perform different tasks depending on which part is picked by the gripper.
2)	Each available grip point A-D corresponds to a grip variable above.
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PROGRAMMING:
CHECK FOR LOST GRIP

1)	Missed Grip Fault can also be used to check if a part was lost in a critical move. The
sample program tree above shows an implementation.
ü Note both Pneu-Connect nodes are programmed to GripA. The first node accomplishes
the action of gripping the part, and the second node simply checks if you are still at
GripA after the move and issues a robot fault if the part is lost during the motion.
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